Cerebrovascular blood flow during the near syncopal phase of head-up tilt test: a comparative study in different types of neurally mediated syncope.
This study analyses the changes in cerebral blood flow (CBF) velocity occurring in the near syncopal phase of head-up tilt test (HUT) to determine whether their appearance during the premonitory symptoms permits the differentiation of the different types of haemodynamic response. Six hundred and nineteen patients aged 35.9 +/- 16.4 with a prior history of syncope (55%) or presyncope (45%) were studied. Head-up tilt test was positive in 585 patients. The test was interrupted before syncope, once hypotension was evident and CBF changed. A vasovagal reaction (VVR) was observed in 245 patients. They had a 59% fall in diastolic CBF velocity, whereas systolic CBF velocity decreased by 12%. Postural orthostatic tachycardia syndrome (POTS) was observed in 82, systolic and diastolic CBF velocity decreased 44 and 60%, respectively. A similar response was observed in 258 patients with the orthostatic intolerance (OI) pattern. No significant changes were observed in the negative group. Patients with VVR had changes in CBF velocity, which are different from those presented by patients with POTS and OI pattern. Cerebral blood flow monitoring is useful to increase the yield of HUT and may allow early interruption before syncope occurs, reducing patient discomfort.